IMPORTANT Rubber Soling Kit Update - December 2019
Read before constructing your moccasins.
Please note: We have now determined that this soling kit is only appropriate to be used on moccasins
that have been constructed with the “flesh” (fuzzy) side out. These will fail if applied to the “grain”
(smooth) side of hides. If you have followed this direction and still have issues with your soles, please
contact us, we are here to help and want to ensure you get a great product!
Thank you and happy trekking!
~ Dave and Kielyn Marrone

Rubber Soling Instructions
Materials Included:
• 500 mL Rapid Bond (adhesive);
• 70 grams of rubber;
• 1” disposable paint brush;

Materials Not- Included:
• Rubber Gloves;
• Paper Towel;
• Pie plate or empty can for mixing

Directions:
The painting should be done in a well ventilated area, not your living room or kitchen.
1. Wear your moccasins a few times without the painted sole. This will work them in and roughen
the surface for better adhesion of the sole. If you want to sole your moccasins right away then using a
course wire brush, brush the soles of the moccasins enough so that the natural shine of the hide
disappears.
2. Stuff your moccasin with your boot liner, or socks to fill the foot out to make the hide taut. Putting your
hand inside the moccasin works too!
3. Stir the barge with a stick until it becomes a consistent colour;
4. Paint a thin layer of JUST cement on to the sole, migrating just above the flat of the foot so that
the glue portion of the sole extends beyond your tread;
5.

Let dry for half an hour in a heated environment until slightly tacky;

6. Mix enough rubber dust into the remainder of the cement just enough to turn the whole mixture
black. You want to add enough so that when you paint it on it's not globular but not too little that it's
mostly glue;
7. Paint a fairly thick layer of the rubber-cement mixture over the first coat. Let dry for 20 minutes or until
you can press it with your rubber gloves without it sticking to your gloves;
8. Press with your hands down on your moccasins so that the glue/rubber mixture is pressed flat and looks
like a consistent sole.
9. Paint a second coat of rubber-cement mixture to fill in any gaps on the sole. Let dry enough so that you
can press it firmly down onto the sole.
10. Paint a thin layer of just glue around the edges and press the rubber/glue mixture is pressed down and
won't catch am edge.

Tips:
• Cover your paint brush with a plastic bag in between each coat;
• If the RapidBond cement seems overly thick (gloppy) use a few drops of toluene solution to thin it
out;
Reapplication:
• Cut any peeling sections off before reapplying;
• Do a cement only layer to encourage better adhesion before mixing in the rubber dust.

